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Abstract
COVID-19 pandemic raised the issue to guarantee the proper level of care to patients
with acute cardiovascular diseases and concomitant suspected or confirmed COVID19 and, in the meantime safety and protection of healthcare providers. The aim of
this position paper is to provide standards to healthcare facilities and healthcare providers on infection prevention and control measures during the management of
suspected and confirmed cases of 2019-nCoV infection accessing in cath-lab. The
document represents the view of the Italian Society of Interventional Cardiology
(GISE), and it is based on recommendations from the main World and European
Health Organizations (WHO, and ECDC) as well as from the Italian Society of Anesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation and Intensive Care (SIAARTI).
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With the spread of deadly SARS-Cov-2 (2019-nCoV) infection world-

Only clinical staff who have been trained and is therefore consid-

wide, it is essential to be prepared to manage suspected, probable or

ered to be competent in the use of personal protective equipment

confirmed cases of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients,

(PPE) should be allowed to access the cath lab in case of suspected or

who need nondeferrable invasive procedures in cath lab.1-3 SARS-

confirmed COVID-19 patients.

Cov-2 has the same stability on aerosol and surface of SARS-Cov-1,4
5

Due to the spread of infection worldwide and the risk of supply

but the rate of transmission is higher. This seems related to the

shortages of PPE, it is recommended to have a dedicated registry of

higher viral load in upper respiratory tract, and the potential for per-

all the available PPE in cath lab.

sons infected with SARS Cov-2 to transmit the virus while asymptomatic.6,7 It has been shown that on Diamond Princess cruise ship,

It is suggested to do a daily check to verify the presence of an
adequate number of PPE including:

17.9% of these passengers were asymptomatic carriers of COVID19.8 Others found that the proportion of pre-symptomatic transmis-

• Surgical mask

sion was 48–62% for Singapore and Tianjin respectively.9 Most

• Respirator N95 or FFP2 standard and FFP3, or equivalent.

secondary cases of virus transmission of SARS-CoV-2 appear to be

• Long-sleeved water-resistant gown

occurring in community settings rather than healthcare settings. Not-

• Sterile standard gown

withstanding, the healthcare setting is also vulnerable to the introduc-

• Gloves

tion and spread of SARS-CoV-2, and its environmental stability

• Hair covers

contributes to transmission of the virus in healthcare settings. To this

• Eye protection (goggles or face shield, better if disposable)

regard, it has been reported that 41% of COVID transmission in

• Apron (for aerosol-generating procedures such as intubation)

Wuhan were hospital related.10

• Shoe covers due to the risk of splash from organic material or chemicals.

It is then fundamental to guarantee a proper protection of
healthcare workers (HCWs) for their own health, to minimize the risk
of spreading the infection to other health care providers and patients,

1.2
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Daily checklist of crash cart

and finally to guarantee the proper level of care in cath lab in case of
suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients.11-13
This position paper summarizes the view of the Italian Society of
Interventional Cardiology (GISE), on the base of World Health Organi-

It is advised to alert the anesthesiologist beforehand to consider the
opportunity of elective intubation before patient arrival in cath lab.
In any case, the crash cart must contain:

zation (WHO), European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
(ECDC) and Italian Society of Anesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation and
Intensive Care (SIAARTI) recommendations.14-24
The aim is to provide standards to healthcare facilities and

1. Heat and moisture exchanger (HME) filters to be placed on any
interface (mask, circuit, endotracheal tube, supraglottic devices,
introducer/exchange pipes)

healthcare providers on infection prevention and control measures

2. Laryngoscope

during the management of suspected and confirmed cases of

3. Masks

2019-nCoV infection accessing in cath-lab. These guidelines can be

4. Circuits

extended and adapted to other operating rooms.

5. Endotracheal tubes

The definition of suspected COVID-19 patients is continuously

6. Supraglottic devices

changing depending on epidemiological factors, so it is recommended

7. Introducer/exchange pipes

to refer in turn to WHO updates (https://www.who.int/emergencies/

8. Aspirator (closed system)

diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019).

9. Anti-fogging system
10. Any potential useful drugs already prepared and double checked
11. Clamp, if necessary to disconnect the patient from the ventilator.

1 | G E N E R A L M A N A G E M E N T OF
C A TH LA B
1.1
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Daily checklist in cath lab

2 | P RO C E D U R E S F O R WE A RI N G
(“ D O N N I N G” ) A N D S A F E R E M O V A L
(“ D O F F I N G” ) OF P P E

If the hospital has multiple cath-labs/operating rooms, it is suggested
to identify dedicated lab for the treatment of suspected or confirmed

It is strongly suggested to print these instructions (Supplemental

COVID-19 patients, if needed.

Appendix S1) and keep them available in the lab together with PPE.
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Donning/doffing

maneuvers

should

be

performed

with

Inside the operating room:

proper supervision by a trained observer who reads the correct
sequence in the order to verify the correct execution and mini-

a. Wait until patient is out of the room; close the door.

mize the risk of accidental contamination (see Supplemental

b. Perform hand hygiene over the gloves.

Movies 1 and 2 for tutorial on correct donning and doffing

c. Peel off gown and gloves together and roll inside, slowly and care-

of PPE).

fully, avoiding aerosolization.

Clinical staff should be routinely trained on the correct use of
PPE to be prepared for emergency situations.

d. If gloves are removed separately, touch only the external part (use
glove-in-glove or beak technique).
e. Perform hand hygiene (over the internal gloves).
f. Remove face shield and/or googles avoiding contact with face and

2.1
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Donning of PPE before entering Cath lab

eyes and dispose them safely or put in a separate container for
reprocessing.

All HCWs involved in the procedure must wear proper PPE before

g. Perform hand hygiene (over the internal gloves).

patient's arrival in cath lab in a safe noncontaminated environment.

h. Remove hair cover and dispone it safely.

The sequence is:

i. Remove shoe covers and dispone them safely.
j. Perform hand hygiene (over the internal gloves).

1. Remove any personal items

k. Remove internal gloves and dispose them safely.

2. Put on the lead apron

l. Perform hand hygiene.

3. Put on a first disposable gown

m. Step out of the operating room and immediately close the door.

4. Gather the necessary PPE and check for their integrity
5. Perform hand hygiene with alcohol hand gel/rub

Outside the operating room:

6. Put on the proper disposable respirator N95 or FFP2 standard
(FFP3 available for anesthesiologist and nurse helping on airways

n. Put on another pair of gloves.

maneuvers)

o. Remove facial respirator without touching the front side of the

7. Put on hair cover

respirator.

8. Put on shoe covers

p. Remove the disposable gown and the gloves.

9. Put on googles and/or face shield avoiding any interference with

q. Remove lead apron.

the respirator

r. Perform hand hygiene with soap and water and alcohol gel/rub.

10. Perform hand hygiene
11. Put on the first pair of gloves
12. Put on a gown (sterile or not according to your role in cath lab)
not using the inside tie
13. Put on a second pair of gloves (over cuff), sterile if needed.

3 | WHAT TO DO BEFORE THE ARRIVAL IN
CATH-LAB OF A SUSPECTED OR
C O N F I R M E D CO V I D - 1 9 P A T I E N T
1. Notify the area receiving the patient of any necessary precautions

2.2

|

Doffing of PPE

as early as possible before the patient's arrival.
2. Ensure maximal coordination to avoid steadying in waiting areas.

A safe doffing area should be identified in each cath lab, in particular
if no anteroom or exists. If no anteroom is available, doffing of PPE
could be done inside the lab, at the end of procedure and when the
patient has been transferred away.
Only facial respirator must be removed outside the contaminated area.

3. Get all other patients in cath lab away from the path the COVID
patient will have to take.
4. Identify the staff that will be in contact with the patient avoiding
unnecessary exposure of other members in order to reduce the
risk of contamination and wasting of PPE.
5. Assign roles to each staff member.
6. Briefing with the (few) member of the dedicated staff, identify a

1. Avoid any contact with your face, hair and eyes before of completing the entire doffing process.
2. Place any disposable PPE in the clinical waste bin.

buddy who is designated to read the instructions and supervised
the correct sequence of donning and doffing.
7. Pre-warning of the anesthesiologist to evaluate the opportunity

3. Do not fill the clinical waste bin more than 3/4 in order to be able to

of elective intubation, recommended before patient's arrival in

close it safely without squeezing contaminated materials to avoid

the lab; otherwise, the anesthesiologist stays outside the room

aerosolization.

with proper PPE.

4. Reprocess the not-disposable PPE.
5. Follow the sequence.

8. All useful material for interventional cardiology must be stored inside
the lab (for instance a full-size series of catheters, balloon-catheters

4
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and stents), avoiding entry and exit of the staff members during
procedure.
9. Any useful drugs have to be prepared in advance.
10. Supervised donning PPE for all the member of the staff (it is

10. Staff who have been provided care to confirmed 2019-nCoV
cases, should be vigilant for fever and any respiratory symptoms
in the 14 days following the last exposure to a confirmed case,
and follow internal protocols.

suggested to have at least one physician and one nurse sterile
and one nurse and one technician nonsterile).
11. Only when all is prepared, accept the patient in cath lab.
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12. If in spontaneous breathing, the patient must wear a surgical
mask before entry the lab.
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1. Keep the door closed for the whole duration of procedure.
2. PPE-protected (but nonsterile) member staff put the patient on the
operating table.
3. Avoid entry and exit from the room of the staff for bringing material (everything necessary should be planned in advance and stored
inside).
4. Nonsterile staff members moving into the operating room during
the procedure should minimize any contact with the surfaces.
Before any contact (for example before opening a tray), he should
change the external gloves (or put on another pair of cleaned
gloves).
5. Keep the procedure as simple as possible (only culprit lesion
revascularization).

5 | POST-PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS
WHEN A SUSPECTED OR CONFIRMED
COVID-19 PATIENT LEAVES THE CATH-LAB
1. Keep the door closed.
2. Supervised doffing as previously described; if no anteroom is
available, doffing of PPE could be done inside the room, at the
end of procedure and when the patient has been transferred
away. Only facial respirator must be removed outside the contaminated area.
3. Dispose of all waste according to protocols (do not squeeze contaminated material into the container).
4. Treat used tissues in accordance with standard procedures.
5. Get out of the operating room and keep the door closed for at
least an hour prior to performing a terminal clean (in particular for
a neutral pressure room).
6. Reuseable equipments have to be decontaminated according to
the manufacturer's instructions (i.e., lead apron).
7. Notification of any new confirmed case.
8. A record of all staff providing care for suspected or confirmed
2019-nCoV cases must be maintained.
9. If at any point a member of the staff feels as he/she has been
exposed to the pathogen, follow facility protocols.
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